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The present paper deals with the effect of flow parameters on the stability of non-uniform 
rough bed materials. The stability of rough bed material is studied experimentally by using 
two samples of crushed limestone of mean diameter 0.48cm and 0.82cm respectively. 
Experiments were carried out in tilting steel recirculating flume with glass side walls. For 
the two tested samples the critical shear stress is determined when the bed particles just 
begin to move (in vibration state or weak movement state). The relation between main 
factors affecting the incipient motion such as the flow parameters and the bed material 

characteristics are studied experimentally. Empirical equations for calculating the critical 
shear stress at the incipient motion condition and the friction factor coefficient are 
developed by using the statistical analysis methods.   

هذه الدراسة تتناول دراسةة تةير ر غتر ةرال السةر ام الغةتعلةة تعةن حتةبام ال لةال النةاو الةيةنة و الر ةر غنت.غةة التةدر    و ةد تغةل 
الدراسة الغعغع ة فن  ناة غعغع ة غستط عة اليكل ذال جوانة  بجاج ةة وذلةد لدراسةة حتةبام ت نةة غةم الاجةر الج ةر  الغتةدر  لنةاو 

سة  كةل تعةن اةدة وتة    ةار غتر ةرال السةر ام الغةتعلةة لجغ ةل التجةار  لع نتةن الركةا   8400سة  و 84.0سةط النناة ذال  طر غتو
الغتدر  فن االة لدا ة ادوث اركة ضع لة واهتبابال لال لال الناو وتة  اسةا  الن غةة الارجةة دجاةاد النةب تنةد لدا ةة الاركةة 

 ام وةصائب غادة الناو  كغا تة  اسةتةدا  التاع ةل الن اسةن وائاصةائا ئ جةاد لال لال الناو  وت  دراسة العلا ة ل م غتر رال السر
غعادلال تجر ل ة لاسا   و  السر ام الارجة الغسللة للدا ة ادوث اركةة لال لةال الاجةر الج ةر  لنةاو الننةاة وكةذلد تة  اسةتنلاط 

 ة ادوث الاركة وغعاغل الةيونة لال لال الناو غعادلال  تجر ل ة حةر  لاسا   و  النب الارجة تعن ال لال الناو تند لدا 
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1. Introduction 
 

The critical shear stress affecting the 

stability of bed material and the friction 

coefficient are studied in this paper. The bed 

particles remain stable when the shear stress 
is less than the critical value of shear stress. 

When the critical shear stress over the bed 

attains or exceeds its critical value, the bed 

particles starts to move. Sediment entrain-

ment is defined as the transition from repose 

to displacement. The critical shear stress and 
the friction coefficient for coarse bed material 

still needs more studies. The scope of this 

study is to analyze and presents statistical 

models for estimating the critical shear stress 

and the friction coefficient of coarse bed 
material in open channels. The models are 

calibrated and checked using the collected 

experimental data and good agreement is 

existed. 

Several researchers have studied the effect 

of flow forces on the stability of different bed 
material. Halow [1] Darke et al. [2] indicated 

that the entrainment of sediment particles 

occurs in different ways, namely, rolling, 
sliding, lifting and bouncing (or impact 

ejection). The initiation of particle motion by 

sliding or bouncing occurs only rarely and is 

much less important than the other two 

modes, thus often neglected in the analysis. 
Shields diagram is widely used for uniform 

sediments. However the high degree of scatter 

in the experimental data has resulted in 

attempts to revise the diagram. A few 

alternative to the Shields threshold curve have 

been proposed giving fairly wide range of 
threshold flow conditions (Miller et al. [3], and 

Misri et al. [4]). Gessler [5] determined from 

their data sets that the critical Shields 

parameter ( * ) for sediment mixtures was 

about 0.047. Neill [6] concluded that in gravel 

mixtures, most of particles become mobile 

when the critical Shields parameter ( * ) for 

median grain size was 0.030. One of the most 

obvious reasons for the systematic differences 

between various studies is the subjectively 

identifying the threshold of sediment motion 

Miller et al. [3]. Yalin and Karahan [7] studied 

the inception of sediment transport and 
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derived the relation between the non 

dimensional critical bed shear stress and the 

corresponding particles Reynolds number. 

Andrews [8] found a slight difference in * , for 

different grain sizes in mixture. He found that 

the minimum value of * is equal to 0.020. 

Ling [9] further derived the rolling and lifting 

criteria for incipient motion of spherical 

sediment particles. His results revealed that 

the lifting threshold is consistently higher 

than the rolling threshold in hydraulically 
smooth and transitional flow regimes. Dey and 

Raju, [10] studied the incipient motion of 

gravel and coal beds. They derived an 

empirical equation for estimating the critical 

bed shear stresses for the incipient motion of 
gravel. 

Estimation of flow resistance in open 

channel flows is essential. Traditionally flow 

resistance is predicted by means of Manning 

and Darcy-Weisbach equations. These equa-

tions were developed for uniform and steady 
flow. Several researchers have proposed differ-

ent equations to estimate Darcy-Wesbach 

friction coefficient for rough bed material in 

open channels. Bathurst [11], French [12], 

Graf [13], Rice et al. [14] studied the friction 
coefficient in open channels for hydraulically 

smooth and rough bed material. They derived 

different equations for estimating the Darcy-

Wesbach friction factor as a function of 

relative submergence ratio of particle size and 

hydraulic radius. The derived equations are 
different according to the friction slopes.  The 

main purpose of this study is to analyze the 

experimental data and present statistical 

model for estimating the critical shear stress 

and the friction coefficient of coarse bed 
material.  

 

2. Dimensional analysis 

 

In general it is possible to state that the 

threshold condition for the beginning of 

particle motion depends on: c , d, D50, g, S , 

, Rb ,  , U*b, U*, U. A dimensional analysis 

yields the following relationship,  
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in which, 
D50  is the mean diameter of grains, 

d   is the water depth, 

rbF  is the grain Froude number  

( )1(/  Gbrb SgRUF , 

Rb  is the hydraulic radius of bed, 

deR *  is the bed Reynolds number /50*DU , 

U  is the mean velocity, 

U* is the shear velocity at threshold 

condition, 
U*b  is the bed shear velocity at threshold    

           condition, 

   is the mass density of water, 

S   is the mass density of sediment, 

   is the specific weight of water, 

S   is the specific weight of sediment, 

   is the kinematic viscosity of water, and 

C   is the critical shear stress. 

 

2.1. The bed friction factor ( bf ) 

 

Vanoni’s [15] method of side wall 

correction factor for rectangular flume is used 
here. Thus the Chezy equation can be written 

in the following form: 
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in which; R= the hydraulic radius, S = the 

energy slope, and f = the total friction factor 

coefficient of section. The subscript (w) and (b) 

refer to the side walls and the bed respec-

tively,  

Then, 
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in which, A= cross sectional area, and             

P= wetted perimeter. 

From the continuity equation the 
discharge (Q) can be expressed,  

 

bbww UAUAAVQ  .      (3) 
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The mean velocity is the same for the bed 

and the walls 

 

bw AAA  .          (4) 

 

By substituting from eq. (2) in eq. (4) then, 

 

b
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The wetted perimeter of the rectangular 
section P =2d + b, the wetted perimeter of the 
two side walls Pw =2d, and the wetted 

perimeter of the bed (Pb ) = bed width (b). 

By substituting with the above values in 

eq. (5) then, 
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Assume, the Manning roughness coeffi-

cient for glass walls of flume = nw = 0.009, 

then wf  can be obtained from eq. (7) and the 

friction factor coefficient ( bf ) can be calcu-

lated from eq. (6). The critical bed shear stress 

can be obtained from the following equation, 

 

SRbcb   .         (8) 

 
3. Experimental study 

 

The experimental study was carried out in a 

0.45m deep, 0.30m wide, and 12.50m long re-

circulating flume with vertical glass sides and 
an Aluminium bed, in the hydraulic laboratory, 

Zagazig University, Egypt, during the year 

(2002). A sample of a crushed limestone of 

specific gravity 2.65 and angle of repose of  39O 

was used as rough bed material. The sizes of 

the two tested samples are ranged between 
3.35mm and 6.30mm for the first sample, and 

6.30mm to 10.0mm for the second sample. The 

mean diameter of the two tested samples is 

D50= 0.48cm and 0.82cm, with equivalent 
roughness height ks= D65 = 0.52cm and 0.86cm 

respectively (Patal & Ranja Raju [16]. The 

geometric standard deviation for the two tested 

samples is equal to   5.0
1684/DD = 1.22 and 

1.17 respectively. The stone blanket thickness = 
4D50 and 4.0 m length. Under the tested 

sample, a cloth filter was placed over sand layer 

of 8cm thickness. The sides of the flume in the 

test section were made of glass enabling 

observation of the movement of bed particles. At 
the beginning of each run the bed material was 

leveled. The downstream control gate is closed 

initially. Water was passed gradually through 

the working section by gradually opening the 

upstream valve. After the bed was completely 
submerged, the downstream gate was opened 

gradually. At the same time the upstream 

discharge was adjusted so that the incipient 

motion condition was reached when some of 

bed particles on the surface start in vibration 

and rolling. When the incipient motion of bed 
particles occurs, the discharge (Q), and the 

corresponding water depth y were recorded. The 
flow depth (d) is measured from the free water 

surface to the virtual bed level. The virtual bed 
level was considered to be at 0.25D50 below the 

top level of the bed particles (Dey [17]). Fig. 1 

shows the definition sketch of the tested model. 
 

5. Analysis and discussions 

 
For the two tested samples, the values of 

dimensionless shear stress 50* )/( Dsc    

is plotted against grain Reynolds number 

( /50** DUR de  ) in fig. 2.   The incipient 

motion  data  that  obtained  by  Dey  and  Raju  
 

Fig. (1) Definit ion Sketch
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Fig. 1. Definition sketch. 

d 4D50 
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Fig. 2.Comparison between shields diagram and the 

present study. 

 

[14], are also shown on the same figure. This 
figure shows that, the dimensionless shear 

stress increases by increasing the particle 

Reynolds number within the range 

( 046.001.0 *    and )380165 *  deR . The 

experimental data plotted on this figure show 

that, the dimensionless shear stress values are 
in good agreement with that obtained by Dey 

and Raju [10] and less than standard Shields 

diagram (which was plotted for uniform bed 

material). This decreasing trend in ( * ) values 

due to the difference in particle size and shape 

furthermore the incipient motion in this study 

taken at vibration case which leads to roll few 
particles. The relation between the critical 

values of dimensionless bed shear stress 

( 50*
)/( Dscbb

  ) is plotted against shear 

Reynolds number of bed ( /** bbbe RUR   ) in 

fig. 3. This figure shows that the dimensionless 

bed shear stress increases by increasing the 

shear Reynolds number of bed. Also, the values 

of ( b*
 ) decreases by increasing the mean 

diameter for the same shear Reynolds number 
value. Fig. 4 shows the variation of 

dimensionless bed shear stress ( b*
 ) and the 

relative particle size ( bRD /50 ). This figure 

indicates that the dimensionless shear stress 

(
b*

 ) decreases by increasing the relative 

roughness (D50/Rb). This means that the 

dimensionless shear stress is affected by the 

relative roughness height in addition to the 

hydraulic radius of bed according to the 

following equation, 
 

19.1
50*

)/(0008.0  bb RD  , for  

 ( 17.0/05.0 50  bRD ).      (9) 

 

Eq. (9) has a determination coefficient,     
R2= 0.85. The relation between critical bed 

shear stress ( cb ) and the grain Froude number 

( )1(/  Gbrb SgRUF ) have been plotted in fig. 5. 

This figure shows that the critical bed shear 

stress decreases by increasing the grain Froude 

number according to the following equation, 
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Fig. 3.The relation between T*b and Re*b. 
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Fig. 4. The relation between T*b and d50/Rb. 
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Fig. 5. The relation between Tcb and Frb. 

 

94.22 1.37)/(  rbcb Fmgm  , for  

( 77.053.0  rbF ).          (10) 

 

Figs. 3- 5, show that the critical conditions 

of sediment motion depends not only on the 

grain size but also on the grain Froude number.      
Fig. 6 shows the relation between the critical 

bed shear stress ( ebcb SR  ) and the critical 

shear Reynolds number of bed 

/** bbbe RUR  . This figure shows that the 

critical bed shear stress increases linearly by 

increasing the critical Reynolds number of bed 

according to the following equation, 
 

8.1505.0)/( *
2  becb Rmgm ,      

for  ( 4900900 *  beR ).                        (11) 

 

The determination coefficient of eq. (11) is 
equal to (R2 =0.95). It can be noted that the line 

which represent the values of eq. (11) is the 

separate line between the stability and the 
incipient motion case of bed material. This 

means that eq. (11) is suitable for studying the 

critical shear stress over rough bed material of 

non-uniform size within the range 

( 4900900 *  ebR ). Fig. 7 shows the relation 

between the critical bed shear stress ( cb ) and 

the relative bed shear velocity (U*b /U). This 

figure  shows   that   the   critical   bed   shear 
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Fig. 6. The relation between Tcb and Re*b. 
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Fig. 7. The relation between Tcb and U*b/U. 
 

stress increases by increasing the relative bed 

shear velocity. The critical bed shear stress 

can be obtained from eq. (12) which has 
determination coefficient R2=0.88. 

 
007.2

*
2 )/(46017)/( UUmgm bcb  ,  

for ( 073.0/038.0 *  UU b ).                 (12)  

 

Figs. 8 and 9 show the relation between 

the measured and the calculated values of 

( b* ) and ( cb ) which were obtained using 

multiple linear regression analysis by using 

the empirical eqs. (13) and (14) respectively. 
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Fig. 8. The relation between the measured and the 
calculated values of T*b. 
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Fig. 9. The relation between the measured and the 
calculated values of Tcb. 
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Eq. (13) and (14) have the determination 
coefficient R2= 0.96 and 0.99 respectively.  

 

5.1. Friction factor of bed material ( bf ). 

  
From the theoretical study the friction 

factor ( bf ) can be calculated from eq. (6).     

Fig. 10 shows the variation in friction factor 

coefficient ( bf ) versus (U*/U). This figure 

shows that the friction factor increases by 
increasing the relative shear velocity (U*/U). 

From this figure the Darcy’s friction factor of 

bed material ( bf ) can be obtained by using 

following equation; 
 

87.2
* )/(95.116 UUfb         

for ( 063.0/042.0 *  UU ).        (15) 

 

The above equation with determination 
coefficient R2 = 0.99. Eq. (15) could be used in 

estimating the bed friction factor ( bf ). Fig. 11 

shows the relation between the bed friction 

factor ( bf ), and the grain Froude number, 

)1(/  Gbrb SgRUF ). This figure shows that 

the bed friction factor increases by decreasing 

the grain Froude number due to the increase 
in the values of hydraulic radius of bed (Rb). 

Also, fig. 12 shows that the friction factor 

( bf ), increases by increasing the shear 

Reynolds number of bed. ( /** bbbe RUR  ) 

due to the increase in the values of bed shear 

velocity ( bU* ) and hydraulic radius of bed (Rb). 

fig. 13 shows that the friction coefficient of bed 

material for hydraulically rough flow 

( 70* lkU s ) that can be expressed by the 

following equation, 
 

s

b

b
k

R

f
log23.453.10

1
     

for ( 0.19/5.5  sb kR ).         (16)  

 

Eq. (16) is applicable for hydraulically 

rough flow in open channels. 
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Fig.10.The relation between fb and U/U*. 
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Fig.11. The relation between fb and Frb. 
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Fig.12.The relation between fb and Re*b. 
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Fig.13.The relation between 1/fb0.5 and Rb/ks. 

 

6. Conclusions  

 

The experimental study is conducted for 
determining the critical bed shear stress, the 

dimensionless shear stress at initiation of 

motion condition and the friction factor coeffi-

cient for the coarse bed material. The analysis 

of the experimental data yields the following 

conclusions. 

 Theoretical models are developed for 
computing the dimensionless shear stress 

( b* ) and the critical shear stress cb  by using 

eqs. (13 and 14). The prediction of the model 

agreed well with the experimental results. The 

obtained results are used to investigate the 

effect of the particle size, critical Reynolds 

number and the relative bed shear velocity on 
the stability of coarse bed material. 

 The friction factor of coarse bed material 

( bf ) can be calculated by using the developed 

empirical eqs. (15) and (16) as a function of 

the relative shear velocity and the ratio of 

hydraulic radius of bed to the roughness 

height.   
 

Notations 

 
A  is the cross sectional area, 

b  is the channel width, 

C  is the chezy’s coefficient, 

d  is the water depth, 

D50 is the mean diameter of grains, 
D16 is the particle diameter at percentage 

passing 16% of total weight of sample, 
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D65 is the particle diameter at percentage 

passing 65% of total weight of sample, 
D84 is the particle diameter at percentage 

passing 84% of total weight of sample, 

rbF  is the bed froude number, 

f   is the friction factor, 

bf   is the friction factor of bed, 

wf   is the friction factor of wall, 

g   is the gravitational acceleration,  

sk   is the roughness height  D65,  

n  is the manning roughness coefficient of 

channel, 
nw  is the manning roughness coefficient of 

wall, 
nb  is the manning roughness coefficient of 

bed, 
P  is the wetted perimeter of the 

rectangular section, 
Pw   is the wetted perimeter of the walls=2d, 

Pb  is the wetted perimeter of the bed = 

bed width (b), 
Q     is the discharge,     

R    is the hydraulic radius, 

Rb    is the hydraulic radius of bed, 

Rw    is the hydraulic radius of wall, 

deR *  is the grain Reynolds number 

( /50*DU ), 

beR *  is the bed Reynolds number 

( /* bRU ), 

S    is the energy slope, 

GS  is the specific gravity of crushed 

limestone, 
U  is the mean velocity of flow = Q/A, 

Ub   is the flow velocity at channel bed, 

Uw   is the flow velocity at channel walls, 

U*    is the shear velocity at threshold 

condition, 
U*b  is the bed shear velocity at threshold 

condition, 

    is the density of water, 

S   is the density of coarse bed material, 

     is the kinematic viscosity of water,  

*  is the dimensionless shear stress 

50)/( Dsc   , 

b*   is the critical values of bed shear 

stress ssc k)/(   , 

c  is the critical shear stress = RS , 

cb  is the critical shear stress over bed 

material = SRb , 

   is the specific weight of water,  

s   is the  specific weight of bed material, 

and 

  is the geometric standard deviation 

  5.0
1684/DD . 
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